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The Rock Carvings of Morgan Shoal
This map shows the location of around 700 (out of 1,110) of the most interesting 
rock carvings along Morgan Shoal, from Hyde Park Boulevard to 47th Street. 
 

             
         
             

            
      

  
Note that some of the rocks may have shifted from the locations shown here, 
and some carvings are just hard to see, so look (and walk) carefully.  
 
Please keep in mind that this shoreline is badly deteriorated in many places, 
and in some areas virtually impassable. If you choose to view the carvings in 
person, please watch your step and proceed at your own risk! Or you can view 
an online gallery of these carvings at interestingideas.com. 

The photo icons indicate locations within several feet. On this page the blue 
digits show the approximate number of sculpture-bearing blocks at each spot. 
There are typically more carvings in a location than these numbers show since 
one block can host multiple carvings. On the following pages the blue digits 
indicate the number of featured carvings at each location.

https://www.interestingideas.com/morgan-shoal-carvings-how-to-find-them
https://


Bodybuilder

1962, Bud + Art, Toim; Mary; 
8/30/69, Milt, Paul Wasin, 
Steven; Tony + Pat, Anthony + 
Jose, Sue + D

5/7/64, Bud, Evelyn, Joe K. 4; 1963, PS, EM, Tom, 
Brighton Park; Fred 61, Jim Giertuga; Debbie V.V.  
and Steve S. Oct. 6, 1972, BO, PM, Ann; Godzilla

Symbols; Broken heart, with + Bill; 
Gloria; Bee, flower and cat. (The cat 
is mostly faded away)

DIP, D+M; 
Dar + Rog

May 1945, JBP and A.F. in half a 
heart; 5-28 '46, Dot & SR; Heart

Heart with arrow, John L/S Michelle "9/95”
Geo., Bill Love Joan 47, Sally; 68, Jones, Len, AR  

Joe "67”; The Big Crusher Was Here
July 1937, Ray loves Maryann, Wally 
7/5/45, B.R. 1959, Bob

7/11/32, Babe Kane, (IPV.), Mr. + Mrs. FM, REW. Babe Kane was a 1930s 
actress from Chicago; D+M; EN, RAK, HOC, LOL, FRA, KAS, SPIK, Gene 
1958, JF, SP, IT; Pattern and winged heart, Frank Cann, TEB, WB; Kat, G.

Bronz; NW, Nancy, TU; 4-23-90, Mike Thomas

49, Mick, A.F.; 39, Joe, Ted, Leonard, Abe, Boyda; 81, Sue, Diane, 
Sharon; CS+LM, RR, 19 Ed Sadown 37, Rich; Jill '81,' STO, ST; Capone, 
Pew, face, Kaspar; Cross within uncertain shape, 7, S.F., Sal D

1953, MAZ, M.B., J.R., M.A., Ovieda, Ivan, Edna and others; Capony, small heart with arrow, Fred, others; Marine Corps eagle 
and globe, AL; Lisa, Sofia, Eli (Sofia & Eli have worn off); Seated bathing beauty, Rio, Butt, Grisko, May, Rudy, Ramos, Dan, 
John; '47, Turk Hickey, Bud, Jack Ryan, heart, Spades; 6/14/54. Crook, MY, B.B., L, Bud 48, EAT, JW, 10-5-58, Rich

Dwulat; Ron 7-24-60, GER 60, Rich, DUGS; "Tom" '60,' Frenzel, Rich, Ron; Ed W; 
Wallace R+P Bailey; Tony/Dickie/Sabu/Matt, JL, DH; JL; Matt, Sabu, Dick 1950

This map shows concentrations of carvings along Morgan Shoal. The photo icons indicate 
locations within several feet. The blue digits show the number of featured carvings at each 
spot if there is more than one. 
  
Note that some of the rocks may have shifted from the locations shown here, and some 
carvings are just hard to see, so look (and walk) carefully.  
 
Carvings in red may not be visible because of shifts in the rocks from weather and waves, or 
because they are otherwise hard to see. 
 
If you choose to view the carvings in person, please watch your step and proceed at your 
own risk! 
 
North is at the top.

Bill
Completed set by Bill
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Jimbo; Roni Chessmen, Tim+, Ron+; Quad, Dennis, Panko, Pat, Rob. T.  and others

Lefty, Chach, Rita 

Kurz sucks, Pat, 
Lou; Maverick

This map shows concentrations of carvings along Morgan Shoal. The photo icons indicate 
locations within several feet. The blue digits show the number of featured carvings at each 
spot if there is more than one. 
 
Note that some of the rocks may have shifted from the locations shown here, and some 
carvings are just hard to see, so look (and walk) carefully.  
 
Carvings in red may not be visible because of shifts in the rocks from weather and waves, 
because they are otherwise hard to see, or, on this map, because they were buried during 
emergency repairs in 2020. 
 
If you choose to view the carvings in person, please watch your step and proceed at your 
own risk! 
 
North is at the top.

10-4-63, Pam love John; 

Mosaic of the Silver Spray by 
Mame Maloney; Lem N Laura;

Skytzo

Partial mandala 

Jon, Lis, Ma, Crystal, partially obscured under the concrete, 
and Mark Taylor, fully obscured; Scott Mulcrone, 1985, 
Beryle + Michael, 1957, BS, eye, He's Watchin You; 40; Mark; 

Dave Moore 84 94, BAT, HA

Lancaster eats shit

Irish claddagh; Mary, 
Jennife, Raul, Brittony;
57

Don, Todd 

Checkerboard; "01", 
Jeff, Katie, D; G, I Lov

EW; Erica; Karen K

1967, Kay, Dana, Chris; Lock, ?leph; 
"Kathy" 7-3-66, CA, Denise, Sue;
Don Luvs Linda

7-3-68, "Lock," Robbin + Cathy, M; Love

'68,' Lou, Pat, Kay, Kate; 1979 2010 Frank, Carlos, Barb & Jim, Ray, Siska, peace sign 
at lower left; June, 7-3-68, "Nit-du-wa-da-ninu," Jill, Mary; Male/Female symbols, 
peace symbol (lower left), Big D, Carlos, CHR, T-Pode 7/4/68, Maursen, others; Winged 
skull Frank; John Q., Laura, Jack, CV, Bill Adler; 6/2/70, Patty S. + John B, J, JD '67, 
Vick + Gwen, Moon, circular shape; June 1930, MO; Mook 

J. Mangan

Phil, Lou, Joe, GYK, Dorothy, Who, others

Anne, Marty, Ruth, L.G., GYO and many more

49th Street Beach House

Mike, Christ, Ed, Chas and 
many more; 1942, Fuzzy, 
Johnny; J.V., J.F., Jack, others

SAD,  Pranur, '81', Davy, other writing
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   Boner(?), P, 68 on front of Jack and Doloreses 
Rock; Dave USAAF; Ward, JAB, Babe, Peek, Daylight, Purrs, John, Andy, 
Louie, Hotty, NIF T, V, J and others; JD, Red, Frank, Leo and others;  
6/21/31, A, LE, Jannie, LO; Patty, FG, Stash, Geo. W Curt, Hick, others, 40

HCM, J.B., others; FC, Stan, Geo. W, others

Hugh, Ray, Ed and others; Mogie hearts Rainbow Rascals, Pickles, H, Zam, 
Addy, Irish, Jean, Stahl, NLR and S.B.;       
and faded names; Billy, Gene, J.A., others

Stan 13 April, RB; GE, Oh (or 40), SMK, YY

Profile, a, YV/OB; RCharles,  Rich, R.C., AVR, others

Bill, Joe; Empty heart, V; Burt 

Mosaic

Live; Judy + Jerry; Dave, 
Felix; JK; Cindy, BOI; BillBob, 47 ST; Dick and others

Jolley and others; Nick, Ricco; Duke, 31 Phil; 
Don J Clem L, Mary L;  Lee/Dick, GIP, others

D.L.; Irene, Betty, Chuck, Shorty, John, 
Stan, Tom, others; Steve, YL; Shorty, AD

Hand

Dutch, Joe, RAES; ELL, above Dutch; Paul+ 

Cross, B+M

This map shows concentrations of carvings along Morgan 
Shoal. The photo icons indicate locations within several 
feet. The blue digits show the number of featured carvings 
at each spot if there is more than one. 
  
Note that some of the rocks may have shifted from the 
locations shown here, and some carvings are just hard to 
see, so look (and walk) carefully.  
 
If you choose to view the carvings in person, please watch 
your step and proceed at your own risk! 
 
North is at the top.

Jack and Doloreses Rock;

(S)tanley, Ray, Lefty, Billy, Moe, SP
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BAT., FA, Dude; 
Fritz, with arrow

Heart with writing

Hank, Butch, almost lost 
in the tumbled rocks

Indian with headdress; John, Todo, Zigmond 
S., Steve Barber, Buns, Acorn, others

Gordy, Loyd, Leo, Zeke, E, VA, FAT; JP, LA, W; The God 
and host of Adam, Noah, Abram, Issac, Jacob, Esau and 
Moses our forefathers was here; Soul Knowledge

Bob B

Spreadeagle bathing beauty, 
Joe O., GEO, Jinx and others

F.S., FS, ST, Judy

This map shows concentrations of carvings along Morgan Shoal. The photo icons 
indicate locations within several feet. The blue digits show the number of featured 
carvings at each spot if there is more than one. 
  
Note that some of the rocks may have shifted from the locations shown here, and some 
carvings are just hard to see, so look (and walk) carefully.  
 
Carvings in red may not be visible because of shifts in the rocks from weather and 
waves, or because they are otherwise hard to see. 
 
If you choose to view the carvings in person, please watch your step and proceed at 
your own risk! This area is in particularly bad condition. 
 
North is at the top.
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1932, Milo, Jim, AB, J, GP, ID faint heart 
(on left); S.P., Planis Micron 7-11-38

X. E; Jack Hi Whit X

Burnoski; Bibo in heart, One; Torso, Ted, Futy Durcy; 
Worobe(?); DUI; OKO, Sir Ben

Hoppy(?); Fox, Gene, VE, J; Gil Hubert, Herc, 47; 
WB, 37, Ted, E.R.

Chuck, Ted, others; Mack Dorf(?)

Pete, V, Bud, Ray

Bob Brendecke, others; Slom, JP Buck, Duroe, C

Arrow, 7-4-31, Marth, HA

This map shows concentrations of carvings along 
Morgan Shoal. The photo icons indicate locations within 
several feet. The blue digits show the number of featured 
carvings at each spot if there is more than one. 
  
Note that some of the rocks may have shifted from the 
locations shown here, and some carvings are just hard to 
see, so look (and walk) carefully.  
 
Carvings in red may not be visible because of shifts in 
the rocks from weather and waves. 
 
If you choose to view the carvings in person, please 
watch your step and proceed at your own risk! This area 
is in particularly bad condition, which is also why a few 
carvings further north are not shown here — they are 
either buried or inaccessible. 
 
North is at the top. 
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